Are Faculty Members of Paramedics able to Designed Accurate Multiple Choice Questions?
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Abstract

Background and Objectives: Multiple choice questions (MCQ) are one of the assessment instruments in medical sciences. The overall aim of this study was to perform qualitative and quantitative analysis of the multiple choice question MCQ provided by the professors of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences-Faculty of Medicine in the academic year 2011-2012.

Materials and Methods: In this descriptive-analytic study, 37 tests of the Faculty of Medicine were analyzed. Quantitative data included difficulty coefficient, discrimination coefficient, whole credibility test, standard deviation of the questions, and the qualitative data consisted of taxonomic percent I, II and III, percentage of questions with no structural problems. The data were analyzed using SPSS software version 20.00 while T-test and chi-square test were applied.

Results: The average validity coefficient of the total tests (KR-20) was measured as 0/63, the average difficulty coefficient as 0/58, the average discrimination coefficient as 0/19. The average percentage of the questions without structural problems was 37.1%; all of which were in the acceptable range. The mean Taxonomy I percentage of the questions was 38/36% (±11.31), Taxonomy II percentage of the questions was 42.46% (±15.51) with no significant difference in the entire tests. Average percentage of questions with taxonomy III was 20.73% (±12.83) for which independent t-test showed significant difference in the total tests (P = 0.00). Average percentage of questions without structural problems was measured as 55.23% (±13.23) for which there was a significant difference in the total tests when independent t-test was used (P = 0.041).

Conclusion: Considering the average validity of the whole test, the mean difficulty coefficient and Taxonomy indexes I, II and III, the tests designed by the professors of the Faculty of Allied Science are within an acceptable standard range.
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1. Introduction

The aim of educational activities is changing the behavior of the learners (learning). In order to determine the occurrence of the learning, an assessment of the teaching process is essential. This kind of objective evaluation depends on the aim of the learning activities and also their conditions and is known as Measurement (Newble & Cannon, 2001). Measurement is a process that will determine to what extent a person or an object possesses a value or characteristics. Evaluation simply refers to determination of the value for anything, or value judgment; in the training process this tool is called a test (M. Khan & Aljarallah, 2011). A test must possess three characteristics: validity, reliability and feasibility (H. F. Khan, Danish, Awan, & Anwar, 2013). Tests are classified into two categories known as the teacher made tests and the standardized tests (Briggs, Alonzo, Schwab, & Wilson, 2006; Pourmirza kalhori, Darabi, Roshanpour, Rezaei, 2013). Tests are classified into two categories known as the teacher made tests and the standardized tests (Briggs, Alonzo, Schwab, & Wilson, 2006; Pourmirza kalhori, Darabi, Roshanpour, Rezaei, 2013).

Multiple choice questions (MCQ) are the most common objective ones. Objective tests such as MCQ or correct–wrong tests are those that if be corrected by different people or at different times lead in the same results (Khan & Aljarallah, 2011). Each MCQ have two parts called the root and the proposed choices among which, one is the right or the most correct answer for the root (Briggs et al., 2006). This type of questions are used to assess personal information, medical decisions, statistical interpretations and mental skills such as recall,
MCQ are used in the final and mid-term examination in various fields of medical science (Gillam, Rodrigues, & Myles, 2015). To MCQ, Millman principles must be adhered to. The most important Millman principles in designing multiple choice questions include: inserting most of the question information in the stem of the question, following each learning goal with one question, using simple and clear words, non-application of negative options in the stem of the questions, non-application of "all choices" or "none", non-application of conflicting options, highlighting negative words, independency of the questions from each other, equivalency of the questions in terms of length and lexical structures, non-application of repetitive words, lack of spelling mistakes and inserting the choices vertically. After the test, the questions must be analyzed in terms of quality and quantity. Qualitative aspect refers to the percentage of questions with educational objective based taxonomy which include taxonomy I (applied knowledge), Taxonomy II (recall) and Taxonomy III (concepts application), and also refers to the percentage of questions with no structural problems. Quantitative aspect of the test implies on the whole test validity, the difficulty coefficient, the discrimination coefficient and standard deviation of the test.

Several studies have analyzed teacher made multiple-choice tests in medical science. In radiology residency exams, the results indicated a reliability coefficient and a difficulty coefficient lower than the standard (Paulino & Kurtz, 2008). The analysis of the Anesthesiology tests showed an inappropriate difficulty coefficient and validity of the tests (Burton, 2005). Comparison of the professors' and experts' opinions about multiple choice questions based on achievement to educational aims in medical Sciences showed some problems in designing such questions (Hingorjo & Jaleel, 2012).

The situation is not better in other fields of medical science. Assessment of the written MCQ reflects important note about designation of multiple choice questions; such as used moderate difficulty index and more discrimination index to achieve better results in medical science teaching (Parmelee, Michaelsen, Cook, & Hudes, 2012). In quantitative analysis of the tests, not only attention to structural problems but also view to taxonomic percent I, II and III tests were necessary (Haghshenas et al., 2012). These findings suggest the necessity of educating medical professors on multiple choice tests designation; analysis of the multiple choice questions can have a positive influence on the exams' reliability coefficient (Pourmirza Kalhori, Roshanpour, Rezaei, & Naderipour, 2011). This study was designed with the overall goal of qualitative and quantitative analysis and comparison of MCQ provided by the professors of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences - Faculty of Allied Science in the academic year 2011-2012.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the reports of the analysis of the MCQ designed by the professors of the Faculty of Allied Science of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences which were sent to the Evaluation Unit of Medical Education and Studies Development Center of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences for quantitative and qualitative analysis in the academic year 2011-2012 were studied. Convenience sampling method using the available data was applied. Based on the available information, about 50 exams were studied; however, only 35 exams had qualitative and quantitative analysis capabilities. Thus, the qualitative and quantitative analyses were performed just for these 35 samples.

Data collection tools consisted of the analysis reports of the exams designed by the professors of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences provided by the Evaluation Unit of Medical Education and Studies Development Center of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences. The analysis software is known as the Unique Software in Exam Analysis. This software works in Windows XP and the results for quantitative variables of difficulty coefficient, discrimination coefficient, the whole exam validity and standard deviation of the questions were extracted from its reports. In order to collect the main qualitative data of the exams, the reports from Medical Education and Studies Development Center on qualitative analysis of each test including taxonomic percentage I, II and III of the questions and the percentage of questions with no structural problems, were used. SPSS software version 16.00 was used for data analysis. For summarization of the data, mean and standard deviation, coefficients and percentages were used. In order to analyze quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the questions, two-dimensional tables including the numbers and percentages used, and for comparison with the standards, t-test and chi square test were applied. In this study, to maintain ethical considerations, the names of the professors are not mentioned and they are not compared with each other. The permission to perform this study was received from the President of the Faculty of Allied Science. We estimated about 50 tests for the qualitative and quantitative analysis, while after sampling we had only 35 qualified exams for quantitative and qualitative analysis; this was the certain limitation of this study.
3. Results

Among the total of 35 analyzed exams, 27 tests (77.1%) were designed by male professors and 8 tests (22.9%) by female professors. The average validity coefficient of the whole test (KR-20) of 20 (57.1%) tests was within the acceptable range. Average difficulty coefficient of 20 tests (57.1%) was in the acceptable range, two tests (5.7%) in difficult range and 13 tests (37.2%) in simple range (Figure 1).

Considering mean discrimination coefficient, 9 tests (25.7%) were in the acceptable range and 27 tests (74.3%) had a low discrimination coefficient. The mean SD scores of 6 tests (17.1%) were in the acceptable range. Considering a base of 80% as the limit for the questions with/without structural problems, 22 (62.9%) test were below the baseline (inappropriate) and 13 tests (37.1%) were above the baseline (appropriate).

![Figure 1. Quantitative Coefficients of the multiple choice questions (MCQ)](image)

Taxonomy I ranged from 6% to 80% and the frequency of taxonomy I equal to 25% (acceptable limit) was 8.6%. Taxonomy II ranged from 5.3% to 69% and the frequency of taxonomy II equal to values of 45% and 52.5% was 5.7% (for both values). For taxonomy III in the range was measured as 0% to 47% and the highest frequency at the limit of 32.5% was 8.7% for taxonomy III. Amount of questions without structural problems ranged from 45% to 97.8% with the highest frequency of 17.1% at the limit of 85% and 11.4% at the limit of 75%.

With 95% confidence interval we claim that the reliability of the whole exams ranged from 0.2 to 0.6, mean difficulty coefficient ranged from 0.57 to 0.8 and the discrimination coefficient ranged from -0.15 to 0.2. Average percentage of questions with taxonomy I was 36.7 (±18.69) with a significant difference among whole the exams after being examined by independent t-test (t = 3.73, P = 0.00). Average percentage of questions with taxonomy II was measured as 42.46 (±15.51) without any significant difference among the whole exams. The average percentage of questions with taxonomy III was recorded as 20.73 (±12.83) which showed a significant difference among the all exams after being tested by the independent t-test (t = -4.27, P = 0.00), Figure 2.

Average percentage of questions with no structural problems was 55.23 (±13.23) with a significant difference among the exams (t = 2.19, P = 0.041).

Chi square test showed that the test designed by male professors were more acceptable than those developed by females in the category of test validity (P = 0.02). The difference was apparent in the categories of difficulty coefficient, the mean standard deviation of the scores, and the discrimination coefficient but not statistically significant. The percentage of taxonomy I and II among the questions of the exams designed by male professors was more than those developed by females, but the difference was not statistically significant. However, male professors had assigned more questions to taxonomy III which was statistically significant (P = 0.059). Considering the mean percentage of questions without structural problems, no significant difference was observed between the tests designed by male and female professors.
4. Discussion

Regarding the whole test validity and the test difficulty coefficient, the exam designed by the professors of the, was within the acceptable standard ranges. When compared with the results of studies conducted elsewhere, it is apparent that the multiple choice tests provided by the professors of the Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences - Faculty of Allied Science is superior to other university exams in reliability, difficulty and discrimination coefficients. A study in Mazandaran's medical university suggests a minimum reliability coefficient and the difficulty coefficient being lower than the standards (Haghshenas, 2012). The results of another Medical School reports only 16.3% of the questions being appropriate in the difficulty and the discrimination coefficients (Kazemi, Ehsanpour, & Hassanzadeh, 2010). Even a study outside of Iran by Bachoff et al. (2000) in University of Mexico announced a difficulty coefficient of 0.34 and a discrimination coefficient of 0 (Backhoff, Larrazolo, & Rosas. (2000). However, in the Kuala Lumpur Medical School - Malaysia, the quantitative analysis of 12 multiple choice exams in the subjects of anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, genetics, statistics and behavioral sciences showed that the average difficulty coefficient of the questions was 64-89 percent (Mitra, Nagaraja, Ponnudurai, & Judson, 2009). The acceptable difficulty coefficient in the multiple choice questions of bronchoscopy training exam in Argentina is reported 0.65 ± 0.22 (Quadrelli, Davoudi, Galindez, & Colt, 2009).

A discrimination coefficient lower than the standard range in the tests designed by the professors of the Faculty of Allied Science is also found in the study by Shaban (2006) (Shaban & Ramezani, 2007). However, in the exams developed in the Kuala Lumpur Medical School - Malaysia, 87% of the questions had an acceptable discrimination coefficient more than 0.2 and 55% had a very discrimination coefficient (greater than 0.39 (Al-Naggar, Musa, Al-Jashamy, & Isa, 2010). The discrimination coefficient in the MCQ of bronchoscopy training exam in Argentina was 0.52 ± 0.28 (Quadrelli, Davoudi, Galindez, & Colt, 2009).

In the qualitative analysis of the questions regarding the indexes of taxonomy I, II and III, and also the percentage of questions without structural problems, the average percentage of questions with taxonomy I was 36.7%, taxonomy II, 42.46% and taxonomy III, 20.73%. When compared with the study by Shaban (2007) which showed 48.6% of questions to be in taxonomy I (Shaban & Ramezani, 2007). The better quality of questions regarding the taxonomic standards is indicated. Lack of adherence to the questions taxonomic standards, which indicate learning according to the educational goals classification (Bloom classification), has also been reported in other medical fields. A typical example is the low question taxonomy II and III percentages in the resident promotion exam which is reported in studies by some national medical universities (Kazemi, Ehsanpour, & Hassanzadeh, 2010). However, adherence to the taxonomic standards in tests designed by the professors of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences in the resident promotion exam of the year 2013 has also been reported (PourmirzaKalhori, Rezaie, Shojeemoghadam, Sepahi, & Memar Effekhari, 2015; Cox, Irby, & Epstein, 2007). Average percentage of questions without structural problems in the exams designed by the professors within the Faculty of Allied Science was 75.23%. These findings compared with the qualitative analysis of the multiple choice tests in Mazandaran Medical School which showed only 46% of the questions to had no structural problems (Haghshenas et al., 2012) and in Mashhad Medical School which showed 34.9% of the questions to be free of structural problems (Sadatkahh, 2009) and could been better with education, indicates
a more adherence to the structural framework of multiple choice questions designation among the professors (Razazian & Pourmirza Kalhori, 2014) of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences - Faculty of Allied Science. It seems structural problems in the residency promotion test exams little than in comparison with other exams. Most structural problems had reported were incongruity of distracters (34%), editing errors (26.5%) and double negative (14%), respectively (Razazian & Pourmirza Kalhori, 2014). In a study were reported by Pourmirza Kalhori et al. (2014) with aims to analyses MCQ exams of medical residents administered at Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences during 2008-2012 taxonomy II and III were decreased and taxonomy I was increased over the specified five years and recommend the specialist board members to consider improving MCQ quality of future exams. One of the suggestions of this study determining Correlation of quality and quantity index of multiple choice questions exams. Studies reported that reversed correlation was observed in difficulty level and discrimination index and design of simple and very hard tests induced decreasing discrimination index.

5. Conclusion

Based on the research findings, the test hypotheses is approved which indicates the adherence of the analysis of the multiple-choice tests designed by the professors of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences Faculty of Allied Science in the year 2009 to the standards. The tests designed by the professors of Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences Faculty of Allied Science were in the acceptable standards of multiple choice exams regarding the whole exam validity coefficient and the difficulty coefficient. Despite the low Taxonomy I, II and III percentage of the questions and also the low rate of questions without structural problems, according to the basis of the standard defined in the study, by comparing with the studies mentioned in the discussion we can realized that one of the main problems by the multiple choice questions developers are these indicators. Strengthening the scientific knowledge of the professors, in order to upgrade their knowledge in multiple choice tests designation as a tool for evaluating students is beneficial.
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